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FOREWORD
This final report is submitted by the Space Systems Division of the
Hughes Aircraft Company to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California. It covers work performed between 18 March 1968 and :b March
1969 under JPL Contract No. 952226, Article 1, Paragraph 4D.
JPL technical direction was provided by W. L. Long and A. Uchiyama.
This p rogram was designed to evaluate the Surveyor main battery.
Scope of work included the following tasks:
•	 Caiorimetric studies o 3 er a wide range of charge and discharge
regimes.
•	 Cycle life studies over a wide range of temperature, charge
and discharge regimes.
D. Weinberger, Power Systems Department, Space Systems Division,
was the Program Manager. The program was under the technical direction
of W. M. Hetherington.
Calorimetric studies were performed by John J. Rowlette. Cycle
life studies were performed by Raymond L. Wilson. The technical assistance
of R. C. MCDoral(4, R. E. Schilb, and W. O. Neel is gratefully acknowledged.
IABSTRACT
CA program was conducted to evaluate the capability of the Surveyor
main battery. Surplus batteries from the Surveyor Program were tested
and analyzed. The program was divided into two separate efforts; Task 1 —
calorimetric studies over a wide range of charge and discharge regimes;
and Task 2 — cycle life studies over a large number of temperature, charge,
and discharge regimes. Measurements obtained on heat generation of nine
unused Surveyor batteries demonstrated the effectiveness of the isothermal
calorimeter and its automatic readout. Results of the cycle life studies
showed that the batteries performed better than expected at 120 O F and poorer
than expected at 0 0 F. Activated age of the batteries at the start and end of
(	 test was a significant consideration.
Taslc 1 of the program v,-as concerned with -iea luring the heat output
of the Surveyor p lain battery under a variety of conditions of charge and dis-
charge rates, temperatures, and states of charge. Heat generation rates
can be calculated for a silver-zinc cell, or for any electrochemical cell,
_ while undergoing either charge or discharge. The equation which relates
these instantaneous heat generation rates to battery current and voltage is
thermodynamically rigorous but applies only to the principal electrochem-
ical reaction. In the general case, and in particular in the case of the Sur-
veyor silver-zinc battery, there are side reactions (usually exothermic)
j	 ranging in importance from negligible to extremely important, depending
upon operating parameters, which are not accounted for by the theoretical
equation. in order to measure this heat output for an operating battery, an
isothermal calorimeter was built. The thermal capacityof this calorimeter
is 120 watts and the accuracy about 0. 5 watt.
Two types of tests were performed in the calorimeter. In one type,
the charge rates were varied from 2 to 5 amperes and the discharge rates
from 2 to 18 amperes. In the other type of test, the batteries were dis-
charged at a constant current of 0. 5 annpere. A total of nine batteries were
tested; for each type of test, temperatures of 39 0 , 75°, and 118 0 F were
use-1.
The results from the variable-rate tests showed very little heat
beyond that from the primary reaction except at low temperature. But the
low-current discharges showed that for the battery tested at 39°F and both
batteries tested at 75 0 F, the results were catastrophic failures. The bat-
tery tested at 118 0 F, however, exhibited no excess heat generation.
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full depth cycling tests to failure were performed on 24
Surveyor main batteries. Operational temperatures were 0 0, 40 0, 80 0 and
120 0 F. The activated age of the batteries at the start of testing ranged
from 117 to 704 days. Various rates of charge and discharge were used
that were consistent with the design capability of the battery as. well as the
operating constraints imposed by the test temperatures. The test batteries
were grouped in a statistically designed arrangement in order to describe
the various populations from the observation of small samples. The results
were evaluated with respect to the operational requirements for which the
battery was designed and with a view toward determining the maximum cap-
ability of the battery. Battery performance was measured principally in
terms of the total charge plus discharge energy which was passed through
the battery prior to failure. The average values were found to be 2114 amp-
hr at 80 0 F, 2873 amp-hr at 0 0 F, 3322 amp-hr at 40 0 F, and 3632 amp-hr at0	 o
120 F. The better performance at 120 F may be explained by the fact that
the batteries were newer. Poor results were obtained at 80 0 F with a 0. 5
ampere discharge rate. The average value of only 1217 amp-hr appears to
be an anomaly.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
i
This final report is submitted in accordance with JPL Contract No.
i 952226, Article 1, Paragraph 4D, and is a summary of all technical effort
performed on the contract. The program was designed to evaluate the cap-
ability of the Surveyor main battery. This effort was directed toward the
following two tasks:	 -
•	 Task 1 — Calorimetric studies over a wide range of charge and
discharge regimes
•	 Task 2 — Cycle life s. udi s over a wide range of temperature,
charge, and discharge regimes
E.
The Surveyor main battery is a sealed silver-zinc rechargeable battery with
an energy densitv of approximately 80 w-hr/pound. The battery weighs 46
I_
	
	
pounds and consists of 14 series-connected cells assembied in a magnesium
canister. The principal design features of this battery include the use of a
monoblock construction to save weight, an int°dral common -Za,§.- nlanifold to
equalize cell pressure during operation, and battery temperature and mani-
fold pressure transducers for the assessment of battery performance.
f
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TASK 1 — CALORIMETRIC STUDIES
Thishase of the batter testing prograin was concerned with meas-P	 Y	 g P g
uring the heat generation rates of the Surveyor main battery while it was
charged or discharged under varying conditions of charge, discharge, tem-
perature, and state of charge. Theoretical calculations are given which
relate operating parameters of the battery with heat output. However, the
equations relate only to the primary electrochemical reactions.
An isothermal calorimeter was built to measure the heat output of the
batteries. From the experir»ental data obtained, the heat output in excess of
that resulting to the primary reaction could be inferred. This excess heat
represents heat from secondary or side reactions. Heat generation meas-
urements were made on nine batteries at three temperatures (39°, 75°, and
118°F).
For each battery in a variable current (matrix) test, the charging
current was varied between 2 and 5 amperes and the discharge current be-
tween 2 and 18 amperes. T.n addition, four tests were made at a constant
0. 5-ampere discharge rate in order to test some previous observations
that a constant, very low current discharge can lead to a thermal runaway
condition.
In almost all cases, there was good correlation between the calculated
and measured heat output for the matrix tests. In the low current tests. botho
;:-atteries in the 75 F experiments went into a thermal runaway, as did the
one tested at 39°F, but the phenomenon was not observed at 118°F.
i^	 Thermodynamics of Silver-Zinc System
Theoretical predictions of the internal heat generation of a silver-zinc
cell were originally made on the Surveyor Program in 1966. The relation
between battery current and voltage and rate of heat output is
f
q - I (E H - E I )	 (1 )
♦e	 where q is the heat output rate in watts, I is the current in amperes, E I is
the cell potential with I amperes flowing and E H , which might be called the
t
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thermal potential, is defined by
E H	 - n9F	 (2 )
where AH, n, and 4 have their usual thcrmodynamic meaning. The values
of E H for the upper and lower silver plateaus are 1.841 and 1. 644 volts, re-
spectively. Equation 1 can be applied to the charge mode of operation as
well as the discharge mode. In this case, the sign of I is negative. Whether
heat is evolved or absorbed depends on the relative magnitudes of E H and EI.
E l
 cannot exceed E° on discharge and cannot be less than E o on charge anti
since E H < E o on the upper plateau and E H > F o (the common case for most
electrochemical systems) on the lower plateau, it follows that heat is always
generated on discharge from the lower plateau and on charge from the upper
plateau. Heat will be absorbed on discharge from the upper plateau if the
cell potential is greater than 1.841 volts and on charge on the lower plateau
if the cell potential is less than 1 . 6 .14 volts.
The thermodynamics of the silver-zinc system are complicated by
the presence of two distinct oxides of silver. This gives rise to two poten-
tial plateaus and two thermal plateaus. While it is an easy matter to deter-
mine on which potential plateau a cell is operating, with the experience
Hughes has had to date, there is still a sizable uncertainty in the time at
which a cell changes from one thermal plateau to another. The upper ther-
mal plateau is caused by Ago in the positive plates. The estimation of when
this is all used up in a discharging cell is difficult, but the approximation is
made that it %vill occur when half of the cell capacity has been discharged.
The capacity in this case is taken to be the maximum charge acceptance of
the cell under the conditions of the previous charge. It is assumed that the
cells are positive-limited.
Equation 1 is a thermodynamically exact description of the heat gene-
ration rate from the principal electrochemical reaction. Under many oper-
ating conditions, the heat :;eneration rates do, indeed, correlate closelywith
those predicted from the equation. However, there are several possible side
reactions which can occur under some circumstances. The most obvious of
these art- reactions involving gas formation or consumption. Oxygen is
formed near the end of charge by an elect_ochemical, endothermic process
and is consumed by an exothermic chemical reaction. Whether this side re-
action generates or consumes heat depends upon whether the oxygen pressure
is failing or rising. Often, there is essentially no pressure change for long
periods, in which case Equation 1 gives an accurate description of the heat
generation rate, providing an accurate prediction can be made of the time of
transition from one thermal plateau to the other.
A second side reaction involving a gas is the formation of hydrogen.
This may be, but seldom is an electrochemical process and is, in this case,
endothermic. Based on Hughes experience, it more commonly appears to
result from a chemical reaction between zinc and the electrolyte. This
process has been found, for reasons to be given later, to accompany low
aj
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External dimensions 24-1/2 inches wide x 36-1/2 inches
high x 45 inches longr
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rate discharg.,--s at low and moderate temperatures and can lead to catastrophic
failure of the battery.
Other possible side reactions include the attack on the separator by
the silver oxides. This is presurrrahly an exothermic process.
quipment and Test Procedure
The calorimeter used in these experiments is of the isothermal type,
which indicates heat generation rates by measurin- the rate of boiloff of a
liquid. The item under test is placed inside the inner chamber of the calo-
rimeter (Figure 1). This chamber and the surrounding one are filled with
freon. The inner and outer chambers of the calorimeter are connected by a
small hole in the bottom of the inner chamber. The Freon is maintained at
the boiling point in both chambers by means of the calibration heaters in the
test chamber and the heaters on the heater board in the outer chamber. The
freon va por from both chambers is condensed in the condenser and returned
to the outer chamber. A pressure drop in tl^e Freon vapor flowing tiirough
the vapor tube from the test chamber is sensed by a differential pressure
transducer across an adjustable valve. The valve is set to cause a pressure
drop of about 0. 1 psid. The resolution of the valve is less than 1 percent of
this pressure differential. A larger pressure differential was not used to
prevent creation of a large difference in Freon level between the two cham-
bers. A pressure differential of 0. 1 psid results in a difference in level of
only 1-3/flinches.
When the item under test begins to generate heat, Lhe freon flow rate
increases, ca-,ising an increased pressure drop across the valve. The in-
creased output from the transducer causes the feedback heat, rs in the test
chamber to be turned down, and a constant flow rate of freon vapor (and
therefore a constant heat output front the inner chamber) is maintained, if
the feedback heater was originally set at some value higher than the antici-
pated heat output from the item being tested. A decrease in the power input
to the feedback heater, compared to the power when no other heat source is
operating, gives a measurement of the heat generation rate of the itemunder
test. The circuit includes a zero supp:ession so that this decrease is read
directly. This readout obviates any data reduction. The heat generation
rates are normally plotted directly on a strip chart recorder, and, in many
cases, the data were also stored on magnetic tape.
f
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The following statistics apply to the calorimeter:
Test chamber size
	
	 1:-1/2 inches wide x Z4 inches high ;;
29 -3/4 inches long (usable height, 20
inches)
Fr .°on capacity	 55 gallons
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Figure 1. Isothermal Calorimeter, Mark II
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Two batteries were put through the matrix test at 750 F,  and two others
v ere put through the 0. 5-ampere discharge test. For the matrix tests,
charge rates of 2 to 5 amperes and discharge rates of 2 to 18 amperes were
used. The matrix tests refer to charge and discharge sequences to which
the batteries ,vere subjected.
Matrix Tests (Batteries 109 and 139)
Figures  and 3 show the results of matrix tests on Batteries 109 and
139, respectively. The scale at the bottom of the graphs indicates the ap-
proximate charge or discharge rates in amperes. The plus sign means
charge, and the minus sign signifies discharge. OC is open circuit, and in
some later graphs, an F occasionally appears, which denotes float charge
at 27.3 volts.
The results A the matrix tests at 75 0 F were generally less satis.'.ac-
tory than those at 1 .8 0F and 39 0 F. The total heat generation for the dis-
charges at 2, 5, ana 10 amperes shown in Figure 2 for Battery 109 agree
very well with the calculated values based on the primary reaction. How-
ever, the results for Battery 139 (Figure 3), are good only for the first 11
hours, after which gross instabilities in the calorimeter become evident.
This problem was subsequently corrected by rewrapping the exposed vapor
tubes and controlling the heaters surrounding them.
Shaded areas in Figure 3 and some subsequent graphs represent areas
of uncertainty in the calculated heat generation rates, and reflect the uncer-
tainty of the time at which the battery changes from one thermal plateau to
the next. The time is taken to be 75 amp-hr, but ;,he shaded areas represent
the uncertainty in this figure.
Low Current Tests
Batteries 141 and 145 were discharged at 0.5 ampere at 75 0F (see
Figures 4 and 5). No calculated curve is shown in either figure as its value
would be less than the uncertainty in the calorimeter measuremer,ts. These
calculated values were usually about 1 watt.
Although Battery 141 showed only a small amount of excess heat, the
test was terminated after about 85 amp-hr of discharge because of a rapid
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Figure 2. Heat Generation Rates, Battery 109, Matrix Test
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Figure 3. Heat Generation Rates, Battery 139, Matrix Test
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drop in battery voltage. The battery subsequently underwent thermal runa-
way on standing.
Battery 145 was a classic example of a catastrophic failure of a bat-
tery undergoing a sustained low-rate discharge (Figure 5). This battery
showed the first signs of failing after about 60 to 70 amp-hr of discharge
when heat generation considerably greater than that from the electrochemical
reaction was observed. The feedback heaters during this test were set at
110 watts, thus setting the maximum rate which could be measured. The
heat generation rate from the battery was so great for a period of 8 hours
that it shut off the feedback heaters completely, as can be seen by the flat
portion of the curve. The internal pressure exceeded 30 psia even though
no cell was reversed. The lowest cell was 0.63 volt and the next lowest
0.97 volt when the experiment was terminated.
Any attempt to explain the phenomeno.- described above will have to
be compatible with 1) the measured pressure rise, 2) the cell and battery
voltages, and 3) the total measured heat generation. When this experiment
was first complete:!, a tentative postulate was advanced that somehow the
extended low :ate discharge tended to depassivate the zinc, thus allowing its
direct oxidation by the electrolyte. Front qualitative considerations the pos-
tulate appears reasonable, but an approximate quantitative examination shows
that this is not the total answer. During the period when the heat generation
rate began the rapid climb, the manifold pressure increased about 15 psi, or
1 atmosphere. Based on a free volume of 2200 cm 3 and assuming the gas to
be hydrogen, 1. 7 w-hr of heat would be generated. The curve in Figure 5,
however, shows about 2400 w-hr of heat to be accounted for to the pointwhen
the battery was removed from the calorimeter. The battery had to be re-
mover, at that point; but if it had not and if the internal heat generation had
stopped at the 160-hour point, the thermal inertia of the battery would have
shown that, in reality, about 3000 w-hr had been generated. It is further
calculated that the direct chemical reaction between zinc and the silver
oxides in the entire battery v ,ould yield 5330 w-hr of heat (2815 from Ago
and 2515 from Ag 2 O). After subtracting the active materials which were
electrochemically discharged, only 3415 w-hr are left, which can be ac-
counted for by the complete chemical discharge of the battery.
It would appear that any explanation will have to represent the net
reaction by the direct chemical reaction between zinc and the silver oxides.
Further, all cells must be involved when the phenomenon is as pronounced
as it was in this particular experiment. While several hypothetical mech-
anisms lead to this direct reaction between zinc and the silver oxides, there
seem to be only two plausible ones.
First, there is the possibility of a direct short across the battery,
which, for these purposes, is nonelectrical since the current does not flow
in the external circuit. However, there is no independent evidence for such
a short. An electrolyte short cannot account for the observed facts since the
amount of gas measured would have yielded hardly 3 percent of the observed
heat.
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Figure 4, Heat Generation Rates, Battery 141, Low-Current Discharge
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Figure 6. Heat Generation Rates, Battery 149, Matrix Test
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'I herefore, the original postulate of an electrolyte attack upon the
zinc appears least objectionable if it is further assumed that the gas (pre-
sun)ably hydrogen) that was formed was in a steady-state condition and was
chemically reducing the silver oxides. This leads to the chemical reaction
between zinc and the silver oxides as the net reaction and can account for
all of the heat observed.
Heat Generation at 1180F
wo batteries (149 and 153) were charged and discharged in the matrix
test and one battery ( 147) was discharged at 0. 5 ampere. In the matrix tests,
the agreement was generally good between the measured and calculated heat
generation. In the 0.5-ampere discharge it was observed that no excess heat
was generated, and the battery performed normally for the entire discharge.
Matrix Tests
Figure 6 shows the results of the matrix test on Battery 149. It can
easily be seen that a good agreement was found for the total heat output meas-
ured compared to that calculated. Computation of the initial peak, compris-
ing the first 5-ampere and 10-ampere discharges, shows 239 w-hr measured
(of which 14 w-hr came from the cable) and 216 calculated. The heat output
from the battery, then, is only 4 percent more than that calculated from the
principal reaction.
Figure 7 shows the results of a similar matrix test run on Battery
153. The agreement between measured and calculated rates is not as good
as for Battery 149, but Battery 153 was the first measurement made in the
calorimeter. The measured and calculated rates for the 18-ampere dis-
charge (Figure 7) are accounted for almost exactly by the heat developed in
the cable inside the calorimeter. The cable heating was estimated to be
about It watts.
Low Current Test
Battery 147 was discharged at 0.5 ampere for a complete discharge
with no evidence of excess heat generation. This result is in harmony with
past experience with low-rate discharges at elevated temperatures.
Heat Generation at 390F
One battery (154) was pit through the matrix test, and one battery
(125) was discharged at 0.5 ampere at 39 0 F. Battery failure of 125 occurred
after 80 hours of discharge.
Matrix Test
The results of the matrix test for Battery 154 are shown in Figure 8.
It is evident that more heat was measured than would be calculated, based on
the primary electrochemical reaction. Computation of the areas under the
measured and calculated curves for the first peak (the initial 2, 5, and
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10-ampere discharges) reveals 195 w-hr measured (of which 8 come from
the cables) compared to 157 ,\, -hr calculated. The measured heat output was
then 19 percent greater than that from the primary reaction alone.
Loi n -Current Test
Battery 125 was discharged at 0. 5 ampere, and the results were
graphed in Figure 9. The calculated heat generation rate is shown by the
dotted line. Whereas at higher temperatures the battery polarization was
such that the primary reaction produced a negligible amount of heat, at 39°F
it becomes a little more significant.
It is seen from Figure 9 that a large heat genera'ion commenced at
about 75 hours, or 37. 5 amp-hr. The fact that the heat generation rate ap-
peared to level off at 55 watts and then fell off rapidly to zero was not real.
The excessive heat generation boiled off the volatile freon 114 and left the
battery exposed. Since only a small portion of the battery was immersed in
freon by that time, there could be little indication of heat generation. The
battery subsequently ruptured, and the electrolyte damaged the aluminum
interior of the calorimeter.
General Conclusions
Measurements obtained on heat generation rates of nine Surveyor
batteries demonstrated the effectiveness of the isothermal calorimeter and
E its automatic readout. Significant difficulty in maintaining long-term stabil-
ity was encountered in only one experiment. Resolution was generally of the
order of 1 watt and accuracy to within 1 percent of full scale (120 watts) was
generally attained.
i
	
	
Matrix test experiments showed that, in general, there is little heat
generation beyond that from the primary reaction, except at low temperature.
At 39 0 F, this excess heat was 19 percent, compared to only 4 percentat 118°F.
The low-current (0. 5 ampere) discharges showed that for the battery
tested at 39 0 F and both batteries tested at 75°F the results were catastrophic
failures. The battery tested at 118°F, however, exhibited no excess heat
generation.
SE veral possible explanations for this phenomenon were examined,
and the present suggestion is offered that involves an attack on the zinc by
_
	
	
the electrolyte followed by the reduction of the silver oxides by the resulting
hydrogen.
TASK 2 — CYCLE LIFE STUDIES
The purpose of this phase of the battery testing program was to deter-
mine the full-depth cycling capability of the Surveyor main battery, ESB
Model 205. The study was designed to take into account the effects of tem-
perature, rates of charge and discharge, and battery age since activation.
i' 2-11
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Figure 9. Heat Generation Rates, Battery 125, Low-Current Dis=harge
TABLE 1. ACTIVATED AGE OF BATTERIES
AT START OF CYCLING
Battery Test Start Date Battery Age at	 ~IStart,	 Days
59 4/18/68 704
84 5/16/68 560
93 6/3/68 536
101 4/18/68 488
104 6/3/68 537
105 5/16/68 520
118 4/25/68 379
127 4/18/68 338
130 5/9/68 341
132 6/25/68 285
133 4/10/68 268
134 6/24/68 373
135 5/13/68 320
1 4 0 8/21/68 412
146 6/25/68 290
148 -6/25/68 289
151 8/21/68 345
155 4/10/68 162
157 6/1o/68 216
158 5/2/68 178
159 8/20/68 314
160 8/20/68 286
161 4/10/68 117
162 5/28/68 189
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A total of 24 unused batteries from the Surveyor Program were tested to
failure during this phase. Test equipr-rent limitations prevented the simul-
taneous testing of all the batteries, and this resulted in a span of several
months from the st y rt of the first set of batteries to the start of the last set.
The actual time span and order of testing is shown in Figure 10. Since the
last batteries to be tested continued w age while awaiting test, the activated
age of all batteries at the time each started cycling v%-as determined (Table 1).
Prior to cycling, eacn battery was tested as shown in Table 2 in order to es-
tablish a test baseline and to assure that the battery quality was satisfactory
by comparing test results with previous Surveyor experience.
The test program involved a statisticaity designed arrangement to
describe the various populatic is from the observation of small samples.
The test factors established for this program were as follows:
Temperature, o f	 T1	 0
T 2	40
T 3 = 80 to 85
T 4 = 120
T 1 and T 4 were considered worst case.
Charge rate, amperes	 C 1	 3
C 2 = 6
Discharge rate, amperes	 D1	 0.5
D 2	5
D 3 = 10
D 4 = 20
D 3 and D4 were considered worst case.
Battery age: Twenty-four batteries were selected and divided into
two test groups:
Group 1
	
8 oldest batteries
Group 2	 16 youngest batteries
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TABLE 2. PRECYCLING TEST
Action
Check battery pressure and
temperature transducers.
Charge battery to 27. 3-volt
cutoff.
Perform 0 to 100 amperes
sweep discharge.
Ezaniine battery perform-
ance and compare with
previous flight acceptance
test performance.
Discharge battery at 10 arn-
peres to 17. 5 volt cutoff.
Commence battery cycle
test "on-charge''.
Purpose
Ensure battery operation
within control limits.
Offset battery stand loss.
Determine high current
capability.
Select candidate battery.
Determine standard discharge
capacity for baseline.
Latin square factoral designs were utilized to accommodate the var-
ious factors and levels of factors involved in the test: These factors were
divided into two groups, as follows:
GROUP 1 LATIN SQUARE
(Mildest case with oldest batteries)
N = sample size
T 2 = 40 0 F	 T3 - 80-850F
	
Block I
	
Block II
C 1 = 3 amperes	 N= 2	 N= 2
D 2 = 5 amperes	 0.5 amperes
Block III	 Block IV
C 2 = 6 amperes	 N = 2	 N - 2
D 1 = 0.5 amperes	 D2 = 5 amperes
.i1 =
2-15
GROUP 2 LATIN SQUARE
(Worst case with youngest batteries)
N = sample size
T 1 = 0 - F T4 =: 120-F
Block V Block VI
C 1 - 3 amperes N= 4 N= 4
D 3 
- 
10 amperes D2 = 5 amperes
block VII Block VIII
C 2 = 6 amperes N= 4 N= 4
D4 = 20 amperes D 3 = 10 amperes
This test design allowed a direct study of the possible effects of the
various factors by comparing means. This showed a comparison of the rela-
tive importance of the factors as well as their statistical significance.
During cycling, the batteries were charged at constant current to an
end voltage of 27. 5 volts, and the full-depth discharge terminated at 17. 5
volts. Except for equipiiient calibration and occasional minor malfunctions
or power outages, the test batteries were cycled continuously until failure.
A battery was considered to have failed if any of the following conditions
occurred during cycle testing:
1) The battery ruptured or vented electrolyte.
2) The battery generated increasingly high internal temperatures.
3) An unusual or abnormal rise in internal battery pressure was
observed.
4) The battery capacity was consistently low.
All test data were recorded on magnetic tape. The battery tempera-
ture, pressure, voltage, current, elapsed test time, and individual cell
voltagES were recorded every 12 minutes. Modifications to the charge/
discharge test consoles were necessary to meet the high current switching
requirements for the automatic cycling mode of operation and to provide
logic control for the variable charge/discharge rates required by the test
plan. Additional modifications were performed on the data acquisition equip-
ment to enable unattended operation over weekends and to prevent a manual
override of the end-of-record gap function.
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The cycle life studies began on 10 April 1968 following approval by
JPL of the test plan submitted by Hughes. Technical Director Memorandum
1 was issued by JPL on 1 May 1968 modifying this teat plan. This reduced
the battery discharge current at 120 0 F from 20 amperes to a maximum of
10 amperes. This limit ensured that batteries tested at 12O°F would not
V	 normally generate internal temperatures during discharge which exceeded
the design capability of the Surveyor battery.
Before starting the 0 0 F test series, preliminary battery tests showed
l	
that charge rates of 3 amperes or higher at this temperature would not suf-
ficiently recharge the batteries. Charge rates at 2 and 1. 5 amperes were
found to be acceptable, and the test was modified accordingly. The 2-ampere
charge rate at O o F eventually failed to maintain the battery capacity. As a
t	 result, the last two batteries, 151 and 159, were charged at the 2-ampere
rate with additional float charging to increase battery capacity. All of the
above changes were effected with the concurrence of the JPL Cognizant
Engineer.
All expended batteries were stripped of their magnesium canisters to
reveal failure sites or modes. Many suspect cells in these expended batteries
were dissected and visually examin-d for defects. Since it was not within the
scope of this program to provide an extensive failure analysis, no physical
or chemical analyses were performed.
The following subsections of this tack discussion present the actual
test experience with each group of batteries at that particular test tempera-
'#	 ture. Since there are ample references to the physical construction and cell
^-	 arrangements of these test batteries, Figures 1 1 through 14 help clarify the
physical nature of the failure rrode.
t
	
	
Following these discus: ions, all of the results are analyzed and com-
pared in terms of test temperature, operating conditions, battery age and
r	 cvcle life.
Conclusions are :asented at the end of this task discussion.
Battery Performance at 1200F
Eight batteries were tested at 120 0 F at charge rates of 3 or 6 amperes
C	 and discharge rates of 5 or 10 amperes. A typical test record and generalfailure analysis for an individual battery is shown in Appendix A. Such data
for the remaining batteries have been summarized and included in Appendix A.
All test L- ta were recorded continuously on magnetic tape by the data
acquisition system. These have been reduced to a series of computer-drawn
curves, samples of which are shown in Appendix A. These curves are a con-
tinuous record of the battery voltage, current, temperature, and pressure,
as well as the cumulative ampere-hours and watt-hours.
The first three batteries to be tested (133, 155, and 161) were cycled
in a test chamber designed to maintain a minimum temperature of 1200F.
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As °xpected, the batteries generated heat, which built up steadily in the
cha.nber. As a result, the batteries reached extreme internal temperatures
and probably failed prematu-ely. When this trouble was detected, the opera-
tional mode was immediately corrected to apply cooling and limit the cham-
ber temperature to 1200F.
Battery 1 33 failed after only one cycle of a 6-ampere charge/ 10--..-npere
discharge clue to the rise in temperature to approximately 181 0 F. This caused
degradation of the plastic manifold seal, which, when coupled with a 36 psia
internal battery pressure, resulted in battery rupture. Electrolyte was ex-
pelled at a point adjacent to Cell 12, and this caused flooding of the manifold.
Although an examination of the test da.ta sho ,,\,ed this condition to have occurred
after the initi: 1 10-ampere capacity discharge, the battery recharged satisfac-
torily at 6 amperes and discharged for 6 hours before the leak was discovered
and the test terminated. All cells were found to be satisfactory electrically.
The magnesium canister was cut away, and there appeared to bean excessive
amount of free mercury in the bottom regions of the cells. Cells 8 and 14
were disassembled; and although mercury was prevalent, no crystalline
structures were found on the plates and the separator material appeared
surprisingly good.
Battery 155, cycling under a 6-ampere charge, 10-ampere discharge,
reached an internal temperature of 176 0 F and an internal pressure of 36 psia
on the first cycle. Correction of the operational mode of the test chamber
prevented excess heat generation on the following cycles. The test was pre-
maturely terminated when the minimum voltage cutoff relay failed and allowed
the battery pressure to reach 62 psia, which automatically shut off the test.
The battery suffered severe cell reversal with seven cells; and it was neces-
sary to modify the test procedure to recharge in steps of 2, 3 and 6 amperes
at 120 0 F. The battery then accepted recharge with a return of pressure to a
safe level and continued operation. During the fifth cycle, the battery devel-
oped high internal pressure and ruptured at 102 Asia. Electricaltests showed
that Cells 8 and 9 were shorted; they were removed from the monoblock for
autopsy. The short had burned away a large portion of the intercell walls in
the region of the struts and melted the ,manifold. A 1 _rge hole was also burned
through the outer portion of the cell wall. No crystalline structures were
found on the plates, but the separator material seemed to have poor strength.
Small amounts of mercury were found in the separator.
Battery 161 reached 1480 F before the operational mode of the test
chamber was corrected. This battery continued to operate satisfactorily
under a 6-ampere charge, 10-ampere discharge cycle until it ruptured under
high pressure after 27 cycles. Cells 8 and 9 were found to have broken cell
jars when the canister was removed. Electrical test data showed that Cell 9
had reversed during cycling. Cells 6 through 9 were then autopsied. The
separator material appeared to have very poor strength. No crystalline
structures were found, and there was no evidence of shorting paths. The
active material had washed away from the upper portions of the negative
plates. The grids were exposed, and only approximately 30 percent of the
zinc electrode material remained.
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Battery 158 ruptured at an internal pressure of 103 psia after oper-
ating for 49 cycles rnder a 6-ampere charge, 10-ampere discharge cycle.
The autopsy clearly showed shorting through the plastic cell walls between
Cells 6 and 7 and between Cells 8, 9, and 10. The outer wall of Cell 7 was
cracked. The open circuit voltages of Cells 3 and 12 indicated the possibility
of cell shorting, and they were disassembled. No evidence of shorting was
found. The separator material appeared to be weak; no crystalline structures
were found.
Battery 130 failed after completing 39 cycles when automatic cutoff
by the high pressure limiting switch occurred at 50 Asia. This was accom-
panied by a rapid falloff in battery capacity to a value less than 10 amp-hr.
Battery capacities during the test ranged from 153 amp-hr on the first cycle
downward to 129 amp-hr on the tenth cycle, 63 amp-hr on cycle 20, 51 amp-
hr on cycle 30, and 21 amp-hr on cycle 35. Test data showed that Cell 8 had
reversed on the 36th cycle and apparently shorted on the 37th cycle.
Battery 135 failed under a 3-ampere charge, 5-ampere discharge
cycle after only four cycles. Cell 1 shorted and caused the internal battery
pressure to rise well above the test limit of 60 psia. This forced an early
termination of the test to prevent an inevitable cell case rupture. Removal
of the magnesium canister revealed that Cell 8 had cracked and that all cells
appeared to have very little electrolyte. Sufficient electrolyte, however, was
found in the disassembled cells Cell 1 showed evidence of a short in the
strut area of the positive plate. Crystals were found on the surface of this
silver electrode, and there was some free mercury at the bottom of the cell
jar.
Battery 157 fai'.ed after 31 cycles while operating under a 3-ampere
charge, 5-ampere discharge cycle. The shorting of Cell 5 caused rapid in-
crease in the internal battery pressure to 60 psia, which resulted in battery
rupture and venting of electrolyte. When the magnesium canister was cut
away, Cell 3 was found to have a cracked cell wall. The battery capacities
during test ranged downward from 165 amp-hr on the first cycle to 90 amp-
hr on the tenth cycle, 69 amp-hr on cycle 20, and 35 arrip-hr on cycle 30.
Cell 5 was disassembled, but no apparent shorting path could be found. There
were no crystals, but the separator material was very weak. As in the case
of Battery 161, only about 30 percent of the negative material remained on
the plates.
Battery 162 failed after seven cycles under a 3-ampere charge,
5-ampere discharge cycle. The test was terminated because the internal
battery pressure reached 75 Asia. Following the test, the battery was al-
lowed to stand on open-circuit at room temperature. Cell 1 subsequently
fractured under this high pressure and vented electrolyte. Electrical tests
showed that Cell 8 was shorted. Disassembly of the cell verified that the
cell had shorted in the strut region of the positive silver electrode. Cell 1
was also found to be cracked.
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Battery Performance at Room Temperature	 B
Four batteries were tested at room temperature at charge rates of 3
or 6 amperes and discharge rates of 0. 5 or amperes.
The test record and general failure analysis for the test batteries are
summarized in Appendix B. Samples of computer-drawn curves can also be
found in Appendix B. These curves are continuous plo;.3 of the battery tem-
perature, pressure, voltage, current, cumulative ampere-hours, and cum-
ulative watt-hours. i
Battery 101 failed after nine cycles under a 6-ampere charge, 0. 5-
ampere discharge cycle. General cell degradation and cell reversals dras-
tically reduced the battery capacity. When this capacity fell to 17 amp-hr,
the test was terminated. Since. Cells 3 and 10 had last reversed on discharge,
they were disassembled for examination. The separator material appeared
to be good, and although small crystals existed there was no physical evidence
of shorting.
Battery 127 failed after eight cycles under a 6-ampere charge, 0. 5-
ampere discharge cycle. This battery developed a high internal pressure
which caused a rupture in the vicinity of Cell 7 when the pressure reached
85 psia. Careful examination of the test data showed that Cells 12 and 13
were reversing on discharge and that Cell 7 had definitely shorted. Never-
theless, when Cell 7 was disassembled, no evidence of a short could be found.
Battery 59 failed after eight cycles under a 3-ampere charge, 5-
wn-ipere discharge cycle. Continued cell imbalance apparently caused a high
internal battery pressure to develop and forced the termination of the test
when the pressure limit was exceeded. Cells 1 and 7 had reversed on dis-
charge, Cells 4 and 5 had flooded manifolds, and Cell 3 appeared dry. The	 -
autopsy showed that Cell 13 had shorted in the strut region of the positive
electrode. Crystalline structures were found on this positive plate.
Battery 118 failed after 18 cycles under a 3-ampere charge, 5-ampere
discharge cycle. Removal of the battery canister revealed that Cells 8 and 9
	
Lhad shorted together and burned a common hole through their outer cell walls. 	 jLThe last recorded pressure reading prior to failure was 41 Asia. Autopsy of
Cells 8 and 9 indicated that shorting probably occurred in the strut region of
the positive plate.
Battery Performance at 40°F
Four batteries were tested at 40°F at charge rates of 3 or 6 amperes
and discharge rates of 0.5 or 5 amperes. Appendix C contains a summary
of the test record and general failure analysis for batteries tested at 40°F.
In addition, samples of computer-drawn curves are presented in Appendix C.
Battery pressure, temperature, current, voltage, cumulative ampere-hours,
and cumulative watt-hours are p lotted on these curves as a function, of elapsed 	 i
test time,
.j
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Battery 84 failed after 23 cycles under a 3-ampere charge, 0. 5-
ampere discharge cycle. Electrolyte was vented at 45 Asia, and this failure
appears to have been initiated by the shorting of Cell 12. The last recorded
input capacity was 90.6 ampere-hours to a 26. 5 volt cutoff. Disassembly of
Cell 12 revealed a short in the strut region of the positive plate. A condition
of extreme cell imbalance occurred during the test so that on charge, Cells
2, 3, and 6 exceeded 2 volts.
r	 Battery 93 failed after 63 cycles under a 6- ampere charge, 5-ampere
Ldischarge cycle. The battery capacity had steadily fallen to 18 amp-hr, and
Cell 8 appeared to be failing rapidly. The magnesium canister was cutaway,
and Cell 8 was disassembled. Visual examination failed to reveal any abnor-
malities which might explain the mode of failure.
Battery 105 failed under a 3- ampere charge, 0. 5- ampere discharge
after only four cycles. The battery ruptured and vented electrolyte through
the manifold cover seal near Cell 4. The test record showed that the battery
internal pressure had reached 43 psia immediately before failure. The can-
ister was removed and revealed evidence of a short within Cell 10 as well as
a shorting path through the plastic cell wall separating Cells 3 and 4. Dis-
assembly and visual examination of Cell 1 indicated an impending short along
the top edge of the positive electrode.
Battery 104 failed catastrophically after 24 cycles under a 6- ampere
charge, 5-ampere discharge cycle. The manifolds of both three-cell mono-
blocks and one of the two four-cell monoblocks were completely shattered and
blown out. The remaining four-cell monoblock, Cells 11 through 14, re-
mained intact. The test data were analyzed, and this failure was probably
triggered by a rapid shorting of Cell 4 during the 6-ampere recharge. Al-
though a malfunction in the meter relay had allowed the on-charge battery
voltage to reach 28.48 volts, the automatic pressure cutoff had switched the
battery to open-circuit prior to failure. The last recorded battery pressure
was 44 Asia. The internal battery temperature was 90 0 F when it was switched
to open-circuit in the 40 0 F ambient test chamber, and the temperature quickly
rose to 1450 F as the battery burst.
Battery Performance at 00F
Eight batteries were tested at 0 0 F. It was originally planned to
charge these batteries at 3 or 6 amperes. However, preliminary battery
tests showed that charge rates of 3 amperes or higher at this temperature
would not sufficiently recharge the battery. Additional tests confirmed that
charge rates of 1.5 and 2 amperes were acceptable. The 2- ampere charge
rate wa:• eventually found to be insufficient to maintain capacity during cycling,
and float charging was added for Batteries 151 and 159. Individual battery
plots of voltage, current, temperature, pressure, cumulative ampere-hours,
and cumulative watt-hours are shown on the computer-drawn plots of Appen-
dix D. The test record and general failure analyses of the batteries have
been summarized and are to be found in Appendix D.
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Battery 134 failed after 38 cycles under a 2-ampere charge, 10-
ampere discharge cycle. Electrically, Cell 6 appeared to be a dead short.
Removal of the battery canister clearly showed an internal short in Cell 6.
Although high battery pressure was recorded, the battery diet not rupture.
Disassembly of this cell revealed evidence of a short in the strut region of
the positive plate. Large crystalline structures were observed on the silver
electrodes,
Battery 148 failed after 131 cycles under a 1. 5-ampere charge, 10-
ampere discharge cycle. Examination of the test data showed that Cell 7
appeared to have a low rate short and was going negative during discharge,
Battery capacity had fallen to as low as 8 atnp-hr, and the battery pressure
was slowly increasing. The test was terminated before battery rupture or
venting of electrolyte could occur. The battery canister was removed and	 4
Cell 7 disassembled. A well-defined short was discovered at the center
region of the positive plate. Large crystalline structures were also noted
on the surface of the positive plate.
Battery 132 failed after 65 cycles under a 2-ampere; charge, 10-
ampere discharge cycle. The test was terminated because the battery charge
capacities were consistently low. The last recorded input capacity was 20, 4
amp-hr to a 27. 4b-volt cutoff. It was decided to perform additional cycling
at room temperature. Eighteen cycles were obtained before the test was dis-
continued. It is noteworthy that the battery output on the 18th cycle was 90
amp-hr.
Battery 146 failed after 7; cycles under a 1.5-ampere charge, 10-
ampere discharge cycle. The battery ruptured and vented electrolyte. The
last recorded battery pressure prior to failure was 30 psia. Test data
showed that the last cycle the charge input was 71 amp-hr and the battery
output was 40 amp-hr. The battery canister was cut away, and Cell 14 was
disassembled. Autopsy revealed a short in the center area of the positive
silver electrode. Large crystals were also observed on the surface of the
positives plate.
Battery 140 failed after 16 cycles under a 1-ampere charge, 10-
ampere discharge cycle. Examination of the test data clearly showed that
Cells 8 and 14 had shorted during charge. This caused the battery pressure
to increase from about 30 psia to the point of automatic cutoff. This battery
did not rupture. Following the removal of the magnesium battery canister,
autopsy of Cells 8 and 14 revealed that the strut regions of the positive elec-
trodes had been burned away.
Battery 160 failed after 27 cycles under a 1-ampere charge, 20-
ampere discharge cycle. The test data indicated that Cell 1 had shorted but
that no increase in battery pressure had occurred. The battery output capac-
ity had fallen from 76 amp-hr on the 10th cycle to only 10 amp-hr on the 20th
cycle. Finally, when the output capacity fell to only 4 amp-hr, the test was
terminated. When Cell 11 was taken apart, a short was found in the region
of the strut on the positive plate. Large crystalline structures were evident
on the plate surface.
	 0
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Battery 151 failed after 20 cycles under a 2-ampere charge with float
and a 1 n -ampere discharge cycle. This test was terminated because of low
battery capacity. Examination of the test data clearly showed that Cell 12
had shorted on the last discharge cycle. The charge input was 70 amp-hr on
the 20th cycle, but the battery output capacity had fallen to 10 amp-hr. Al-
though the battery pressure had increased to 45 psia, no venting of electro-
n	 lyte occurred. Autopsy of Cell 12 revealed a probable short on the bottom
edge of the positive plate where the separator was folded.
Battery 159 failed after 32 cycles under a 2-ampere charge with float
and 20-ampere discharge cycle. Data reduction indicated that Cell 11 shorted
during the last discharge cycle with some increase in battery pressure. The
battery output capacity was 84 amp-hr on the 5th cycle, 56 on the 10th cycle,
48 on the 15th, falling to 14 on the 20th cycle, 16 on the 30th cycle, and finally
only 4 on the last cycle. The test was terminated due to low capacity and
evidence of considerable cell imbalance. No rupture or venting of electro-
lyte was observed. The canister was cut away, and Cell 11 was disassembled.
Formation of large crystalline structures on a silver electrode was noted, as
well as clear visual evidence that a short had occurred in the strut region of
the positive plate.
Analysis of Test Results
The number of charge/ discharge cycles reported for each test battery
in the preceding section of this report is a somewhat inaccurate measure of
battery performance at various test temperatures. For example, at 00F,
the batteries could not be charged at the anticipated rates because the charge
voltage would climb rapidly and shut off automatically at an end voltage of
27. 5 volts. This resulted in a large number of extremely short cycles.
Many such cycles probably only exercised the battery in the zone of near de-
pletion. Lower rates of charge and even float charging did nct sutstantially
improve battery capacity during extended cycling.
To obtain a realistic measure of battery cycle life capability, it was
decided to convert the total input-output cz^_aritieF; of each test battery into
a ''standard'' cycle. This was accomplished by adding all of the ampere-hour
charge inputs and discharge outputs. This value 1 vas then divided by 300 amp-
hr to yield the total number of standard cycles obtained during the test. The
300 amp-hr figure is simply twice the nominal battery output capacity of 150
C	 amp-hr. Since other inaccuracies are present, the charge and discharge
efficiencies were neglected. The results of these calculations are tabulated
in Table 3, and compared in terms of test temperature in Figure 15, cha_- ge
rate in Figure 16, and discharge rate in Figure 17.
Another variable which must be considered is the activated age of the
test battery. Ages at the start of test and at the time of failure are listed in
Table 3 for each test battery. It should be noted that the specified expiration
date of the battery for the Surveyor Program was only 120 c ys from the date
of activation.
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TABLE 3. BATTERY PERFORMANCE IN
TERMS OF STANDARD CYCLES
Battery
Age,	 (Days) Test
Days
Test
Tempera-
ture,	 t
Cumulative
Ampere-Hours 'TotalAmpere-
Hours
Standard
Cycles
Start I	 ail loput Output
59 704 723 19 80-85 912 875 1787 5.4?
84 560 635 75 40 1014 1035 2049 6.8
93 536 600 t,4 40 3739 3801 7540 25.	 1
101 488 530 42 80-85 440 525 965 3.2
104 537 562 25 40 1471 1390 2861 9.5
105 520 552 40 387 454 841 2.9
118 379 421 42 80-85 2420 2270 4690 15.6
127 338 370 32 80-85 442 574 1016 3.3
130 341 410 (,9 120 '.p) 1 2844 5945 1 9. 8
132 285 4?-5 1.40 0 1725 1542 3267 10.8
133 268 270 2 120 143 233 376 1.2
134 373 390 17 0 605 515 1120 3.7
135 320 330 10 120 499 588 1087 3.6
140 412 466 54 0 1219 1107 2326 7.7
146 290 372 82 0 2113 1586 3699 t2.3
148 289 362 73 0 1613 885 2498 8.3
151 345 395 50 0 1195 979 2174 7.2
155 162 170 8 120 568 592 1 10 3.8
157 216 250 34 120 2547 2387 4934 1 t,. 4
158 178 230 52 120 4i81 -4137 8318 27.7
159 314 395 81 0 1887 1493 3380 11.2
160 286 370 94 0 1728 1357 3085 10.2
161 117 150 33 120 2077 2750 5427 I	 18.0
1L 189 210 21 120 872 938 1810 6.11
*Battery age during text calculated from the date of battery activation,
I)
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The statistical analysis of the test results is presented below. The
test factors and the Latin square factoral designs have already been discussed
in the task description. The Group 1 Latin square design used the oldest bat-
teries for the mildest test conditions. In the analysis of means, four samples
were available for each level of the main factors, as follows;
1) Temperature	 Data from Blocks I and IIIversus Blocks II and IV
2) Charge rate	 Data from Blocks I and II versus Blocks III and IV^
3) Discharge rate Data from Blocks l and IV versus BlocksIl and III
Group 1 Latin Square
N = Sample size
B = Serial numbers of test batteries
T = Test temper--'-,ire
C = Charge rate
D = Discharge rate)
Block I
N = 2	 Average test time, hours = 1068
T = 40 0 F	 Average total ampere-hours = 5200
C = 6 amperes Average age at failure, days = 581
D = 5 amperes
B =93,104
Battery	 Failure age,	 Test time,	 Total ampere-hours
days	 hours
	
93	 600	 1536	 7540	 }
	
104	 562	 600	 2861
i
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Block II
N = 2	 Average test time, hours = 888
T = 80°-85°F	 Average total ampere-hours = 990
C = 6 amperes	 Average age at failure, days 450
D = 0. 5 ampere
B = 101, 127
Battery	 Failure age, Test time, Total ampere-hours
days	 hours
	
101
	
530
	 1008	 965
	
127	 370
	 768	 1016
Block III
N = 2	 Average test tirne, hours = 1284
T = 40°F	 Average total ampere-hours = 1445
C = 3 amperes	 Average age at failure, days = 593
D = 0. 5 ampere
B=84,105
Battery	 Failure age, Test time, Total ampere-hours
days	 hours
	
84	 635	 1800	 2049
	
105	 552	 768	 841
Block IV
N = 2	 Average test time, hours = 732
T = 80°-85°F	 Average total ampere-hours = 3238
C = 3 amperes	 Average age at failure, days = 572
D = 5 amperes
B = 59, 118
Battery	 Failure age, Test time, Total ampere-hours
days	 hours
	
59	 723	 456	 1787
	
118	 421	 1008	 4690
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Figure 20. Effect of Test Tempera-
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Figure 19. Effect of Test Tempera-
tures and Charge Rates on Parameter
of Battery Age at Failure
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Figure 21. Effect of Test Tempera-
tures and Charge/ Discharge Rates
on Parameter of Total
Ampere-Hours at Failure
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7Figure 18 is a comparison of the test temperatures of Blocks I and III
versus Blocks II and IV, as well as the discharge rates of Blocks I and IV
versus Blocks II and III, in relation to the activated age of the test battery at
the time of the failure. The average age of all batteries at failure in Group
was 549 days. The average of the 40°F batteries was 587 days, while the
average of the room temperature batteries was 511 days. Likewise, the
average of the batteries discharged at the 5-ampere rate was 576 days com-
pared to 521 days for hatteries discharged at a 0. 5-ampere rate. The data
indicate that the longest battery life under these test conditions is observed
at the lower temperature and higher discharge rate. The distribution of the
individual test readings within the various levels of the parameter resulted
in a wide dispersion for the battery age at failure.
Figure 19 draws a similar comparison except that it now compares
charge rate of Blocks I and II versus Blocks III and IV with battery age at
the time of failure. The average age of batteries charged at the 3-ampere
rate was 58Z days, while the average at the 6-ampere rate was 515 days.
These data indicate that lower charge rates are more conducive to prolonged
battery cycle life.
l
	
	
Figure 20 compares the test temperatures of Blocks I and III versus
Blocks II and IV, together with the discharge rates of Blocks I and IV versus
Blocks II and III and the charge rates of Blocks I and II versus Blocks IIIand
IV in relation to the actual test time to failure for these batteries. The
average test time at fai'.ure for all batteries in Group 1 was 9U hours. The
average of the 40°F batteries was 1176 hours, while the average test time
If for the room temperature batteries was 900 hours compared with an averageof 1086 hours for batteries discharged at 0.5 ampere. With respect to charge
rate, the average test time for batteries charged at 6 amperes was 978 hours,
while the average for 3 amperes was 1008 hours.
The data presented in Figure 20 indicate that under these selected
test conditions, the batteries are more likely to operate longer at 40°F and
at 0. 5-ampere discharge rate. The charge rate does not appear to influence
the battery test time to failure.
Figure 21 compares the test temperatures of Blocks I and III versus
	
'	 Blocks II and IV, the charge rates of Blocks I and II versus Blocks III and IV,
and the discharge rates of Blocks I and !V versus Blocks II and III with re-
spect to the teal number of ampere-hours passed through the battery during
test. This value is the sum of the input and the output capacity of the battery
during cycle testing. The average value for all of the test batteries in Group
1 was 2718 amp-hr. The 40°F batteries had an average of 3322 amp-hr com-
pared to 2114 amp-hr for the room temperature (80 0 F) batteries. A more
striking difference was observed with respect to the rates of discharge. The
average value for batteries discharged at the 5-ampere rate was 4119 amp-hr
compared to only 1217 ar_zp-hr for those batteries discharged at a 0. 5-ampere
	
1	 rate. Batteries charged at 6 amperes had an average of 3095 amp-hr, while
the average value was 2341 amp-hr for the 3-ampere charge rate.
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There was one reading of 75-+0 amp-hr, which appeared to be incon-
sistent with the distribution of the other values. A statistical test was made
on this value with respect to the other seven readings. Using the criteria
for testing for an extreme value, it ,vas found to be part of the distribution
and was included in all of the calculations. In general, Figure 21 indicates
that the bust battery operational life may be expected at lower temperatures
and higher rates of charge and discharge with respect to those selected test
conditions.
The Group 2 Latin square design used the newest batteries that were
available for this test program. In the analysis of means, eight samples
originally were available for each level of the main factors, as follows:
1) Temperature	 Data from Blocks V and VII versus Blocks VI
and VIII
2) Charge rate	 Data from Blocks V and VI versus Blocks VII
and VIII
3) Discharge rate	 Data from Blocks V and VIII versus Blocks VI
and VII
Inability of the planned charge rates to maintain battery capacity at
0^'F necessitated modifications to the test plan. Charge rates of 3 or 6 am-
peres were reduced to either 1, 1.5, or 2-ampere rates. In addition tothese
changes, two of the batteries were float charged. Since the charge rates are
all low and essentially the same value, no distinction will be made between
Block V and Block VII with respect to charge rate. The discharge rates are
applicable except that two batteries planned for a 20-ampere discharge rate
were reduced to a 10-ampere rate. This effectively shifts two batteries
from Block VII to Block V for analysis ^f the means. Another change oc-
curred in Block VI. The 20-ampere discharge rate could not be used at
120 0 F without rapidly destroying the test battery, so this value was reduced
to 5 amperes.
These changes have modified the main factors in the .analysis of
means as follows:
1) Temperature	 Unchanged
2) Charge rate	 Blocks V and VII versus Block VI versus
Block VIII
3) Discharge rate	 Blocks V and VIII versus Block VII versus
Block VI
2-32
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Group 2 Latin Square
N = Sample size
B = Serial numbers of test batteries
T = Test temperature
C = Charge rate
D = Discharge rate
Block V
N = 6
T =00F
C =	 1,	 1. 5 and
2 amperes
D = 10 amperes
B =	 132,	 134,	 146,
148,	 140,	 151
Battery	 Failure age, days
Average test time, hours = 1664
Average total ampere-hours = 2514
Average age at failure, da y s = 401
Test time, hours	 Total ampere-hours
132 425
134 390
146 376
148 362
140 466
151 395
Block VI
N = 4
T = 1200F
C = 3 amperes
D = 5 amperes
B =	 130, 135, 157, 162
Battery Failure age, days
130 410
135 330
157 250
162 210
3360 3267
408 1120
1968 3699
1752 2498
1296 2326
1200 2174
Average test time, hours = 804
Average total ampere-hours = 3444
Average age at failure, days = 300
Test time, hours	 Total ampere-hours
1656 5945
240 1087
816 4934
504 1810
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on Parameter of Battery Age
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Figure 23. Effect of Test Tempera-
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on Parameter of Test Time
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Block VII
N 2	 Average test time, hours = 1980
T = 0 0 F	 Average total ampere-hours = 3232
C	 1 and 2 amperes Average age at failure, days = 382
D = 20 amperes
B= 159,16')
B attery	 Failure age, days	 Test time, hours	 Tota l a mp e r e- ho urs
1944
	
3380
2016
	
3085
Average test time, hours = 570
Average total ampere-hours = 3820
Average age at failure, days = 205
Test time, hours	 Total ampere-hours
155	 170	 192	 1160
133	 270	 48	 376
161	 150	 792	 5427
158	 230	 1248	 8318
Figure 22 compares the test temperature of Blocks V and VII versus
Blocks VI and VIII, the charge rates of Blocks V and VII versus Block VI
versus Block VIII, and the discharge rates of Blocks V and VIII versus Block
VII versus Block VI. All these parameters are evaluated with respect to the
activated age of the battery at the time of failure. The average failure age
of all test batteries in Group 2 was 324 days. This chart shows that battery
life is better at the lower temperature under these specific test conditions.
The above average charge and discharge values are explained by the fact that
they represent O o F operation, while the below average values for the same
parameters were obtained at 1200F.
Similarly, Figure 23 compares the test temperatures, charge rates,
and discharge rates with respect to the test time to failure. The average
time to failure for all batteries tested in Group 2 was 1215 hours. Again, as
159 395
160 370
Block VIII
N = 4
T = 1200F
C = 6 amperes
D = 10 amperes
B - 155, 133, 161, 158
R7 *^Prr T.7i^irP 7RP	 11-.
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expected, the low temperature operating test parameters all average higher
than those at 1200F.
Figure 24 compares the test temperatures, charge rates, and dis-
charge rates in relation to the total number of arnpere-hours massed through
the battery during test. This value is the sum of the input and output capac-
ities of the battery during cycle testing. All batteries tested in Group 2
showed an average of 3162 arnpere-hours through the battery before failure.
The average wearout point of these batteries was close to the average value
for all of the batteries in Group 2, regardless of test conditions.
General Conclusions
The Surveyor main battery was designed to supply power with a high
degree of reliability to the spacecraft during the launch, transit, and lunar
operation phases of the mission. Battery operation beyond 250 hours of the
second lunar day was desirable but not required. The design specification
of the battery demanded a minimum discharge capacity of 134 amp-hr when
the battery was discharged over a simulated mission profile. The battery
had to be capable of 85-ampere pulse discharges and was required to accept
recharge for extended periods of time at current levels ranging from 0. 1 to
5 amperes. Charging had to be accomplished at a maximum available poten-
tial of 27.3 volts. When float charged at a constant potential of 27 volts for
a period of 85 hours, the battery internal pressure was not expected to ex-
ceed 25 psia. Satisfactory battery operation was anticipated over the tem-
perature range from O o to 125 0F. To ensure satisfactory performance, the
usefulness of flight batteries was limited to 120 calendar days from the date
of battery activation.
In evaluating the cycle life performance of these batteries with respect
to such mission design requirements, cert^.in limiting test factors must be
taken into consideration. This test program utilized surplus, unused batteries
from the Surveyor Program. The activated age of these batteries, therefore,
ranged from 117 to 704 days at the start of cycling. Most batteries were
much older than the 120-day design limit. Newer batteries were used for
the extreme temperature tests, and the oldest batteries were cycled at either
40 0 F or room temperature.
One disconcerting aspect of the test was that some failures were due
to physical or mechanical difficulties rather than to the electrochemical na-
ture of the battery. Failure modes such as cracking of the plastic cell jar or
failure of a cemented joint of the plastic manifold under heat and pressure,
resulted in early termination of some of the battery tests. The correction of
such design limitations surely would i -sult in inherently greater cycle life
capacility. Finally, some of the batteries manufactured later in the Surveyor
Program were used in these tests. These batteries were fabricated with im-
proved manufacturing methods and uniform lot control.
If the total input plus output capacities of the test batteries are con-
verted into standard cycles, the results show that the batteries operated
longer, on the average, at 1200F.
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Statistical analysis of the test results with res pect to the individual 	 tJ
battery groups showed a wide dispersion around the average value, with ex-
treme values for the maximum and minimum readings. The differencesbe-
tween the average values, iuwwever, are will within their calculated control
limits.
Analysis of the total hours of test time to failure with respect to the
test temperature revealed the least average run time of 687 hours for bat-	 1
teries tested at 120 0 F and the greatest average run time of 1822 hours for
the batteries tested at 0 0 F. The average value at room temperature was 	 ^]
810 hours. The high value at O O F is not verb meaningful since cycling at	 ^1
this temperature generally consisted of a large number of extremel y short
cycles.	 ^t
The analysis of the average battery age at failure with respect to the 	 {I
test temperature showed a nigher value for 40 0 F and 80 0 F. This is not sur-
prising since the oldest batteries were tested at these temperatures.
The most valuable analysis was concerned with the total ampere-
hours passed through the battery during test. This value is the sum of the
input and output capacity for the battery during the test. The average values
for this parameter with respect to the test temperature wLre as follows:
2114 amp-hr at 80 0 F, 2873 amp-hr at 0 0 F, 3322 amp-hr at 40 0 F, and 3632
amp-hr at 120 0 F. Similarly, with respect to the charge and discharge rates,
the 6-ampere charge and the 5-ampere discharge yielded the highest average
total ampere-hour values. The average value of only 1217 amp-hr with the
0.5-arnpere discharge rate indicates an anomaly. 	 !
In summary, this test program demonstrated that the Surve yor main
battery performs better than expected at 120 O F and poorer than expected at
0 0 F. The small sample size at 40 0 and 80 0 F, coupled with the use of alder,
less uniform batteries, lowers the confidence level of these results. This
is particularly true at 80 0 F, where an anomaly with the 0. 5-ampere dis-
charge rate v,-as noted.
0
n
0
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3. NEW TECHNOLOGY
None,
3-1
APPENDIX A. 120°F TEST DATA
t'
it
SURVEYOR BATTERY TESTING -- JPL CONTRACT PTO. 952226
FAILURE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE DATA SHEET 	 Pug• 1 of 2
BATTERY SIN 158	 FAILURE ANALYSIS DATE 12-2-68
BATTERY ACTIVATION DATE	 11-3-67
BATTERY LIFE HISTORY PRIOR TO TEST: Shipped to ETR for S/C-7 flight backup
but never used.
CYCLE TEST CONDITIONS: CHAMBER TEMPERATURE 120 °F
CHARGE RATE 6 AMPERES TO 27.3 VOLTS
DISCHARGE RATE 10 AMPERES TO 17. 5 VOLTS
CYCLE TEST REVISIONS: None
CYCLE TEST START DATE	 5-2-68	 FAILURE DATE 6-24-68
BATTERY FAILURE CRITERIA: Cells 3 and 12 appeared to be electric a l ly shorted.
A buildup of high internal battery pressure resulted in ruptur e and venti ng of
electrolyte.
NUMBER OF CYCLES TO FAILURE: 49
TOTAL AMPERE-HOURS INPUT DURINs CYCLING: 	 4181
TOTAL AMPERE-HOURS OUTPUT rL'RING CYCLING: 4137
ELECTRICAL EXAMINATION BEFORE AUTOPSY:
PRESSURE: 103 PSIA	 TEMPERATURE: 576.9 OHMS ( 102 °F)
OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGES:
CELL# VOLTAGE CELL# VOLTAGE CELL# VOLTAGE
[	 1 1.859 6 1.564 11 1.860
2 1.860 7 1.858 12 0.147
3 0.130 8 1.859 13 1.858
4 1.8V0 9 1.857 14 77-870
5 1.566 10 1.85-k TOTAL 1^
C A-1
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FAILURE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE DATA SHEET
BATTERY SIN 158	 Page 2 of 2 
t 
1
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION AFTER CANISTER REMOVAL
PLASTIC MANIFOLD EXAMINATION (see also Figure 1)
CELL REGIONS FLOODED WITH ELECTROLYTE: All cells flooded except 6 and 9. -
CELLS WITH WET SPONGES:_ All cells except 6 and 9
REGIONS OF PLASTIC DISTORTION: 
-No visible distortion, but nearly the enti.Le
surface of the manifold is crazed due to heat.
REGIONS OF RUPTURE (VENTING) OF CEMENT JOINTS:None; ventine occurred
through the cell jar
GENERAL APPEARANCE OF MONOBLOCK MANIFOLDS:
4 CELL R.H. (Cells 1-)1)
	 Poor; discolored by heat
3 CELL R.H. (Cells 5-7) Poor; evidence of dama ge due to heat
3 CELL L.H. (Cells 8-10) Poor; evidence of damage due to heat
Ll CELL L.H. (Cells 11-14) Poor; discolored by heat
CELL JAR EXAMINATION (see also Figure 1)
ELECTROLYTE LEVEL IN CELLS'	 1 1, -9 4 r 4, 7 R 9 /6 // 12, /_3 /+
Q Q^ Q Q Q
REGION OF PLASTIC CRAZING: None
REGION OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION: None
REGION OF PLASTIC FRACTURE: Onter wall of Cell 7 	 J
REGION OF PLASTIC BURN-THROUGH: Between ..ells 6 and 7; Cells 8, 9, and 10 	 !J
LOSS OF NEGATIVE MATERIAL: All cells
PRESENCE OF FREE MERCURY: Apparently no m
ZINC TREEING: Cells 4 through 11
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CYCLE LIFE TESTING
FAILURE ANALYSES SUMMARY
r
Parameter
Battery
133 155 161 158
Failure analyzed 12-2-68 12-2-68 12-2-68 12-2-68
Test temperature, of 120 120 120 120
Charge rate, amperes 6 6 6 6
Discharge rate, amperes 10 10 10 10
Battery activated 6-8-67 10-30-67 10-6-67 11-3-67
Test started 4-10-68 4-10-68 4-10-68 5-2-68
Battery failed 4-12-68 4-t8-68 5-13-68 6-24-6g
Cycles to failure 1 5 27 49
Total ampere-hours
Input 143 568 2677 4181
Output 233 592 2750 4137
Failure criteria Battery
vented
Battery
vented;
two cells
shorted
Battery
vented;
cell re-
versal
Battery
vented;
two cells
shorted
Last record°d
Temperature, of 181 126 142 102
Pressure,	 A sia 36 102 20 103
Open circuit voltage
High cell 1.536 1 . 563 1 . 510 1.860
Low cell 1.533 -0.333 -2.293 0.130
Total battery 21.46 18.67 17.22 21.99
E,	 A-3
'-Jarameter
Battery
133 155 16, 158
Manifold examination
No. of ceils flooded 13 6 None 12
l^lasLic distortion None Yes
Cell 8
None
Cell 7
Yes
Cells 8-1.0Region of rupture Cell 12
Cell jar examination
Low electrolyte 11	 cells
iI
2 cells 2 cells None
No electrolyte visible 3 cells 1	 ceil 3 cells 6 cells
Plastic crazing None 6 cells None None
Plastic deformation None 6 cells None None
Plastic fracture None None Cells 8
and 9
Cells 7,
8 and 10
Plastic burn-through None Cells 7,
8 and 9
None None
Loss of negative
material
All
coils
All
cells
All
cells
All
cells
Presence of mercury 10 cells None	 I	 None None
Zinc treeing All cells 1	 cell All cells 8 cells
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CYCLE LIFE TESTINGa	 FAILURE ANALYSES SUMMARY
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Parameter
Battery
135 162 157 130
Failure analyzed 12-2-68 12-2-68 12-2-68 12-2-68
Test temperature, o f 120 120 120 120
Charge rate, amperes 3 3 3 3
Discharge rate, amperes 5 5 5 5
Battery activated 6-23-67 11-17-67 11-3-67 6-2-67
Test started 5-13-68 5-28-68 6-16-68 5-9-68
Battery failed 5-23-68 6-19-68 7-20-68 7-18-68
Cycles to failure 4 7 31 39
Total ampere-hours
Input 499 872 2547 3101
Output 588 938 2387 2844
Failure criteria Pressure
buildup;
cell fail-
ure
Cell
shorted;
battery
vented
Battery
vented;
cell
shorted
Battery
vented;
1	 cell
reversed
Last recorded
Temperature, o f 128 — 120 —
Pressure,	 psia 42 75 60 50
Open circuit voltage
High cell 1.901 1.792 1.989 1.846
Low cell 0.019 0.001 1.623 0.002
Total battery 24.71 ±6. o2 27,21 2.04
A-5
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Parameter
Battery
135 162 157 130
Manifold examination
Cells flooded None None Al'. 13
Plastic distortion None ;None None None
Region of rupture None Cell	 1 None Cc11 14
Cell jar examination
Low, electrolyte 10 cells 2 cells 1	 cell None
No electrolyte visible 4 cells 1	 cell 1	 cell 1	 cell
Plastic crazing None None None None
Plastic deformation None None None None
Plastic fracture Cell 8 Cell 1 Cell 3 None
Plastic burn-through :None None None Nor.e
Loss of negative
material
All
cells
All
cells
All
cells
All
cells
Presence of mercury 5 cells None None 1	 cell
Zinc treeing 2 cells 11	 cells 7 cells
A-6
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Figure A- 1 . Example of Failure Mode
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APPENDIX B. 80°F 'TEST DATA
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CYCLE LIFE TESTING
FAILURE ANA'_YSES SUMNIAR Y
Battery
Pa raniete r
1	 101 127 55 118
"ailure analy zed I	 1 11 -27-68	 i2-2-68 11-27-65 11-27-68
Test temperature, o f ^— fi0 80 80 80
C urge rate, amperes 6 6 3 3
Discharge rate, amperes 1	 0.1-) 0.5 5 5
Battery act rated 1---28-66 5-16 - 6: 5 - 14 - 66 4-18-67
Test startad 4-18-68 4-18-68 4-18 -68 -1- -1 -5 - 68 
Battery failed 5-31-68 1	 5-20-68 5-7-68 6-7-68
Cycles to failure 9 8 8 18
Total ampere-hours
inp—it 440 442 912 2420
Output 525 574 875 2270
Failure criteria Cell re- Battery Cell re- Battery
versals vented; versals; vented;
cell re- High in- cells
versals ternal shorted
pressure
Last recorded
Temperature, o f 68 - 120 —
Pressure,	 psia 6.7 85 61 41
Open circuit voltage
High cel: 1.858 1.857 1.871 1.857
Low cell 1.858 0.002 0.042 0.u02
Total battery 26.01 20.25 21.27 20.13
B-1
Batte ry
Parameter
101
—
127 i	 59 118
Manifold examination
Cells fl6oded 2 reels 1"one '.	 cells I	 All	 cells
Plastic distortion None Yes None Yes
Region of rupture None Ce116-	 7-ii I	 ;None Cells	 S-tit^
Cell jar examination
Low electrolyte 8 cells 5 cells 1	 cell 11	 cells
No electri;l ,;te visible 1	 cell 1	 cell L	 cell 2 cells
Plastic crazing None None None 3 ce11s
Plastic deformation None None None 6 cells
P:astic fracture None Cells 7-8 None None
Plastic burn-through None None None Cells 8,
Loss of negative All All All All
material cells cells cells cells	 Ii
Presence of mercury None cells
—3
None  cells
Zinc treeing
	 ^ 7	 cells	 i 11	 celis t, cells All cells
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APPENDIX C. 40°F TEST DATA
{
r
CYCLE LIFE TESTING
FAILURE ANALYSES SUMM.ARY
F-- Paranicter
Iiatte ry
—
84 93	 105 104
Failure analyzed 11-27-68 11-27-68 11-27-68 11-27-68
Test temperature, "F 40 40 40 40
Charge rate, ampere- 3 '	 6 3 F,
Discharge rate, amperes 0.5 ') 0.5 5
133tter y activated 1 1-4-66 12-2-66 12-1-66 12-28-66
Test started 5-16-68 6-3-68 5-16-68 6-3-68
Battery failed 8-1-68 8-7-68 6-18-68 6-28-68
Cycles to failure 23
1014
63 4 23
Total ampere-hours
Input 3739 387 1471
Output 1036 3801 454 1390	 1
Failure criteria Battery
vented;
Cell 12
shorted
Low ca-
pacity;
Cell 8
failed
Battery
vented;
3 cells
shorted
Battery
blew up
and
burned
Fast recorded
Temperature, o f 120 48 92 220
Pressure, 	 s;ap_ 17.	 r 1	 ,. 3 43 13, 8
Open circuit voltage
High cell 2.221 1 .583 2. 387 2.098
Low cell 1. 524 1. 547 -0.019 0.024
Total battery 25.18 22.04 '3.57 18.20
C-1
Parameter
Manifold examination
Cells flooded
Battery
84
7 cells
93
None
105	
—T
I I	 cells
104
-
Plastic distortion Yes None Yes —
Region of rupture Cells 4, 5 None Cell 4 —
Ce:l jar examination
Low electrolyte 2 cells 2 cells 1	 cell
No electrolyte visible 6 cells None 8 cells
Plastic craning None None :None —
Plastic deformation 4 cells None None -
Plastic f .-ac.are Cell 12 None Cell 4 -
Plastic burn-through Cell None Cells 3, 4 —
Loss c,- negative
materia;.
Presence of mercury
All
;-ells
All
cells
None
All
cells
None —None
Zinc treeing; 10	 cells 11	 cells — 5 cells
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APPENDIX D. 0°F TEST DATA
CYCLE LIFE TESTING
FAILURE ANALYSES SUMMARY
Battery
Parameter
1 34 148 132 ; -i b
Failure analyzed 12-2-68 12-2-68 ^12-2-68 12-2-68
Test temperature, o f 0 0 0 0
Charge rate, amperes 2 1.5 2 1.5
Discharge rate, amperes
4	
10 10 10 10
Battery activated 6-16-67 9-11-67 6-8-67 9-;1-67
Test started r
—
,-24-68 6-25-68 6-25-68 6-25-68
--^—
IBattery failed 7-11-68 0-9 -68 11-15-68 9-18-68
Cycles to failure 38 i	 131 b5 71
Total ampere-hours
Input 605 1613 1725 2113
Output 5 1 5 i	 885 1502 '. 586
Failure criteria i	 Cell 6 Cell 7 Lo,,r bat- Battery
shorted shorted tery ca- vented;
pacity Cell 14
shorted
Last recorded
Temperature, o f - 0 73 23
Pressure,	 psia — 9.2 14.5 12.6
Open circuit voltage
High cell 1.851 1.848 1.861 1.601
Low cell 0.002 1. 364 0.001 1.497
Total battery 5.54 X5.37 22.32 22.08
D-1
Parameter
Battery
134 1.48 1 32 1.46
Manifold examination
Cells flOOded None _ cells No ;e 2 cells
Plastic distortion Node None None None
Region of rupture None None None Cells	 1,
2,	 1-4
Cell far examination
Lou' electrolyte 4 cells 3 cells 3 cells 4 cells
No electrolyte visible 2	 cells None 1	 cell 8 cells
Plastic crazing None None None 7 cells
Plastic deformation None None None 2 cells
Plastic fracture None None None 3 cells
Plastic burn-through None None None None
Loss of negative
material
All
cells
All
I	 cells
All
i	 cells
All
cells
Presence of mercury None None None 1	 cell
Zinc treeing 3 cells All cells 13 cells Ali cells
D-2
CYCLE LIFE. TESTING
FAILURE ANALYSES SUMMARY
13a tte ry
Parameter
140 I	 160 151 159
Failure analyzed 12-2-68 12-2-68 12-2-68 12-2-68
Test temperature, o f 0 0 0 0
Charge rate, amperes 1 1 2 2
Discharge rate, amperes 10 20 t0
9-1 1-67
20
Battery activated 7-7-67 10-30-67 1 1 -3-67
Test started 8-21-68 8-20-68 8-21-68 8-20-68
Battery failed 10-15-68 11-14-68 10-11-68 11-I1-68
Cycles to failure 16 27 20 32
Total ainpere-hours
Input 1219 1728 1196 1887
Output 1107
Cells 8
1357 979 1493
Failure criteria Cell	 11 Low ca- Low ca-
and 14 shorted pacity; pacity;
shorted Cell
	 12 Cell 11
failed shorted
Last recorded
Temperature, o f 48 78 78 76
Pressure,	 psia 13.3 9.8 8.5 10.6
Open circuit voltage
High cell 1.688 t . 835 1 . 858 1 . 858
Low cell -0.031 1.592 0.858 0.977
Total battery 18.84 25.25 24.66 24.85
D-3
Parameter
Battery
140	 160	 151	 159
Manifold examination
Cells flooded 1	 I	 cells None None None
P lastic distortion 1	 cell None None None
Region of rupture Cell H None None None
Cell jar examination
Lo ,x electrolyte 5 cells 1	 cell 6 cells 5 cells
No electrolyte visible 5 cells None I1one i	 cell
Plastic crazing None None None I	 None
Plastic deformation Cell H None None None
Plastic fracture None None None None
Plastic burn-through Cells H
and 14
None None None
Loss of negative
material
All
cells
All
cells
All
cells
All
cells
Presence of mercury None None None 1	 cell
Zinc treeing 10	 cells R cells 13 cells All cells
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